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ABSTRACT

Non-linear aco , .stics problems ore first defined as those problems which require non-
linear equations for their descriptions. Mass, momentum, and energy conservation
equations are then derived with particular attention paid to the introduction of first,
second and bulk viscosity coefficients. The equation of state is briefly introduced
and the assumptions made on 0e nature of acoustical processes (odiabotic, isen-
tropic, etc.) are analyzed and classified. The assumptions made to derive Burgers'
equation for plane non-linear waves ore then listed. Some solutions of Burgers'
equations ore reported and their range of practical validity pointed ou t . An
equation for cylindrical, spherical and exponential horn waves, equi'.,Jlent to
Burgers' equation for plane waves and including it as a special case, is then derived.
Th : solution of this equation for the case of exponential horn is given in proper
teems of the solution of Burgers' equation. It is also suggested that the numerical
solution of this equation for spherical and cylindrical waves would help interpre-
tation of the nature of shock lets obwved close to jetexhousts. Finally the important
diffusion coefficient is studied again with the object of explaining the way it should
be determined.
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1 .0	 INTRODUCTION

This report represents an initial et in to organize the field of non - linear acoustics of
fluids starting from basic physical principles . Such organization helps clarify the
usefulness and limitations of some existing solutions to some non-linec;r problems
while suggesting rational patterns for further studies.

	

1 .1	 Definition of Non-linear Acoustics

Let us first define non-linear acoustics. The propagation of perturbonces in uniform
gases, in layered media, in humid atmosphere, and in hot jet gases are some of the
problems of the acoustics of fluids. These physical realities are first reduced to
physical models. These models are translated into mathematical equations and the
equations are then solved or studied. A physical problem is defined non-linear when
its equations are non-linear. Thus, non-linear acoustics cover those acoustic
problems whose equations are non-linear. A differential equation or a system of
differential equations is non-linear when any of its terms is non-linear in any of its
dependent variables, or Its derivatives, or when any of its terms contain products
of dependent variables or or their derivatives. In the following instance, terms in
parentheses are non-linear:

a t	 Fx	 (p FX

av+(^av);_(iaE)+^a2v
at	 ax	 pax	

ax2

8e + (v ae) _ - ( p av ) + (^ (av )2^ + k a2 T
at	 ax	 p rxx	 p `ax	 p77

ax

The main feature of non-linear equations is that their solutions coniiot be super-
imposed. Thus, if the conditions of one phenomenon can be seen as the sum of the
conditions of two separate phenomena, the solution for the first phenomenon is not
necessarily equal to the sum of the solutions for the two separate phenomena. 	 In
this report the term quasi-linear will not be used. A diffential equation or a system
of differential equations is called quasi-linear if it is linear in its highest order
derivatives (say the n th) with coefficients depending on the independent variables or
on the dependent ones or on their derivatives up to order n - 1 . According to this
definition, the above three equations are quasi-linear. The second and third equations,
for example, are quosi - I i near since their highest order derivatives (2nd) ore multi-
plied by either a constant (N) or a dependent variable (1/p) but not by anysecondorder
deri voti ve .



1 .2	 Kinetic Versus Continuum Theory

Classically, acoustics has long been considered as that branch of science dealing
with small perturbations in relatively standard media, and the continuum theory has
therefore been considered more than adequate. However, phenomena like relaxation,
shock formation and sound propagation through high temperature goses,which are now
considered part of non-linear acoustics are either in the field of kinetic theory
(relaxation) or at the boundary between kinetic and continuum theories. In spite of
this, the continuum theory is still the only one used in acoustics, with at most the
introduction of some correcting constants, such as the "Bulk Viscosity Coefficients",
of Lighthi I I (Reference 1), to take into account, to a first approximation, the kinetic
phenomenon of molecular relaxation. The use of continuum theory, in a situation
where its validity is questionable, suggests that the results obtained will have limited
accuracy. This will allow lessrigorous definition of the constants and the method of
so^'ution. Speci r. :a) ly, for example, we will attempt to show that the viscosity
coefficient and diffusion coefficient should be allowed to vary more widely, in
studying the propagation of sound in atmosphere or the formation of shock waves from
high intensity sound, and should essentially be determined a posteriori by experi-
mental results. It . a waste of time to try to assign them exact values in the
continuum theory when their principal components are explained only on molecular
considerations.

It is proper therefore, to discuss the subject of kinetic versus continuum theory, even
if thi_ entire report is based on continuum theory. The actual physical process which
occurs when a fluid is perturbed is the transfer of both energy and momentum. The
transfer is accomplished through molecular collisions wh::h are considered by the
kinetic theory through the Boltzmann equation. This transfer can be assume' to occur
in a continuum medium through the action of stresses and heat flux dependent respect-
ively upon the spatial derivatives of the velocities and of temperature, in which
case the dependency must be determined empirically or from the use of the kinetic
theory. The main reason for using the continuum theory i' s  that the kinetic theory is
too complex when applied to most of the practical problems and would require
assumptions as questionable as that of t , sing the continuum theory. Moreover,
according to W.D. Hayes (Reference 2) "The Navier-Stokes relations (here taken to
include the Fourier heat conduction relation) appear naturally as the lowest dissi-
poti ve approximation with either approach". It is important to notice that the
Navier-Stokes relations (continuum theory) consider at most the lowest dissipative
effects. Since the dissipative effects in the continuum theory are increasing functions
of the st itial derivatives of the velocities and of the temperature, the Navier-Stokes
equations, in their usual form, can be expected to yield decreasing ocoirocy as the
cited derivatives increase, as in shock formation or high frequency sound propagation.
It is now evident why attention has been concentrated on this dependency of the
dissipative effects on the spatial derivatives of the velocities and the ter nperatures in
the efforts to use the Navier-Stokes equations for phenomena just out of their
acceptable range of application. Thus, for instance, classically it was assumed that
the dissipative term of the momentum equation was linearly dependent on the spatial

2



derivative of the velocity, but when the structure of moderately strong shocks was to
be shidied, the need was felt for considering also a term proportional to the square
of the velocity gradient (Reference 3) or, according to others, to the second
derivatives of the velocity (Reference 4) . Others (Reference 1) sti I I modified the
standard coefficients of the linear viscosity to consider at first approximation the
rotational relaxation phenomenon. Considering this, when using the continuum
Equations to study non-linear phenomena, one should keep an open mind in selecting
the form of the dissipative terms and be prepared to change it if experience
suggests so .
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I V. (p V) dr = -R 8t fffR P dr (3)

	

2.0
	

THE BASIC EQUATIONS IN CONTINUUM THEORY

The dependent variables of a three-dimensional flow ore: u, v, w, p, p, T, and e.
The independent variable, ure x, y, z, and t. Therefore, to describe complet
three-dimensional flow, seven equations plus boundary and initial conditions are
necessary. The mass conservation principle provides one equation. Three equations
ore derived from the conservation of momentum principle applied in the three
directions. A fifth equation is provided by the conservation of energy principle.
The equation of state of the matter which flows is the sixth equation.

It can be seen that for all physical problems one equation is sti I I missing . The
engineer must furnish the last equation and it will always be an assumption that he
makes on We manner in which the particular process under consideration occurs or a
mecsured property of the medium in which the process occurs. When an assumption
is used it is called a process assumption. Common instances of process assumptions
are that of adiabatic and isentropic processes.

In the following pages the seven equations will be studied with the purpose of
pointing out the significance of their terms which in turn should help to simplify the
equations themselves. The simplification will be necessary if the system of equations
must be solvable in closed form.

	

2.1
	

Mass Conservation Equation

Consider a control volume R, enclosed by a control surface S, fixed in the moving
medium. If ds is an infinitesimal area of the control surface, the mass flowing through
it in the unit of time is pV. ,n, ds, where V is the Inca) particle velocity vector and
ten, is the unit vector normal to ds. Thus V. ,nr is the particle velocity normal to ds and
is assumed to be positive when directed outward. Thus, in the unit of time the mass
flowing out of the control volume is:

ff pV.n ds

Since the total mass must be constant, the mass which flowed out of the control
volume in the unit time must be equal to the decrease of mass within the volume in
the some unit time:

f p x. "' ds	 at 
fff

R p dr
	

(2)

Applying the divergence theorem to the left-hand side of the above equation, the
surface integral of p V.n is replaces by the volume integral of V. (p. V):

4



Since the limits of the space integral are not 6ependent on time, the time derivative
can be taken into the volume integral thus oktaining:

fffR I	
ar
	 (4)

The above equation must hold for any volume no matter how small and, therefore, the
i ntegrand must be identically  zero:

P t + V - (P V) = 0	 (5)

Alternatcve forms of the mass conservation equation are given below:

P t + P V. V + V• V P =0	 (6)

Dp/Dt + p 0 , V = 0	 (7)

Pt + (pu )x + (pv )y + (pw ) z = 0	 (8)

A useful expression can be derived for the total derivuii ve of any scalar property (f)
of a flow; like entropy, enthalpy, energy, velocity component etc., from the mass
conservation principle. Thus, using the definition of total derivative and adding a
term equivalent to zero because of the mass conservation principle (equation 5), we
have:

P Df= P (at + V. Vf ) + f (a + V.at

p 8t + fa +pV. \f+ f^	 (P V)=

att (p f) +	 (p f D	 (80)

Ca l -:,tion 8a can be rearranged as follows and compared with equation 5.

( t P) t + 0 . (f P V)	 P Dt

The above equation tells us the physical meaning of the total derivative of a scalar
property. The value of the total derivative is the rote at which the scalar property
(energy, for example) is pro4u ,:ed by a source or absorbed by a sink within the control
volume. The first term on the left-band side of the above equation ni ves the rate at
which the scalar property changes within the control volume, the second term gives
the flux of the scalar property through the control colume. If their sum is different
from zero and equal to p D f/Dt then the scalar property was generated or absorbed

5



within the control volume at the rate of pDf/Dt. In the case in which pDf/Dt = 0
we admit no source or sink for the scalar property. This is the case of equation 5
where no mass is generated or absorbed. However, the condition pDf/Dt = 0 does
not imply that the scalar property f is everywhere constant within the control volume.
Thus, for instance ds = 0 implies constant entropy everywhere (isentropic process)
while p Ds/Dt = 0 implies that there is no sink or source of entropy within the control
volume (the flow is adiabatic and reversible) but the entropy can have different
values at different points and can vary with time at any specific point of the control
volume.

2.2	 The Momentum Conservation Equations

The momentum conservation equation is derived by requiring that the time rate of
increase of the momentum of the mass within a fixed volme is equal to the rate at
which momentum flows into the volume plus the forces acting on it. The first step is,
therefore, to define fhe farces acting on this volume. Besides mass forces, pro-
portional to the mass on which they act like gravitational or centrifugal forces, there
are surface forces, proportional to the area on which they act like pressure and the
viscous forces, which have molecular origin but are accounted for in the continuum
theory by specific terms. The terms are not of evident meaning and therefore they
wi I I be considered in some detai I.

It was stated in the introduction that at first approximation dissipative terms are
assumed to be proportional to the first space derivatives of the velocity and, when
these space derivatives become large, to the second apace derivatives or according
to others, to the square of the first space derivatives. The linear dependency is
introduced in the momentum equation through the following steps. First, it is
assumed that when these friction forces are referred to principal axes, they are
proportional to both the divergency of the velocity and the space derivatives of the
velocities in the direction of the principal axes. Then new axes are chosen and the
new stresses and space derivatives of the velocities are derived from the principal
stresses and the derivatives of the principal velocities using the direction cosines of
the new axes with respect to the principal ones.

Finally the direction cosines are eliminated and the stresses are expressed only as
functions of the space derivatives of the velocities in the arbitrary reference system.
This process is repeated, with more detai I, in the next section,

2.2.1	 The Principal Stresses

Consider a small volume in equilibrium within a certain medium. Assume that the
mass outside this volume can exert normal and tangential forces on the mass inside it
through its surface. For any set of such forces there will be three orthogonal axes
with respect to which the normal and tangential forces reduce down to normal forces
only.

6



A - Area of CB

Y

n 

T n t

X

F

For simplicity this property will be derived for the two dimensional case only. The
following sketch defines the symbols:

i

In the above sketch X and Y are the stresses on the face BC referred to the x and y
axes respectively while Tnm and T nt are the stresses on the face BC, but referred to
the axis n. There are two values for x which satisfy the conditions: rnt :-- 0. These
two values give a set of perpendicular axes called principal axes. For the equilibrium
of the forces in the vertical and horizontal directions it is necessary that:

AX = T A cos a+ T A sin axx	 yx

AY = T A sin a+ T A cos a
yy	 xy

Thus, the stresses on the BC face can be expressed as follows:

T nm X cos a + Y sin a = Txx costa + T
YY 

sin 2 a + 2Tx 
Y 

sin a cos a

Tnt = - X cos a + Y cos a = T xy (cos 2a - sin 2a)+ (Tyy - T xx) sin a cos a

From the second equation it is found that T 
n 
t = 0 when a satisfies the following

relationship:

T xy	 = sin a cos a =	 tan 2 a
T	 -T	 2	 . 2	 2xx	 yy	 cos a - si n a

Thus proving the existence of the principal axes with respect to which T nm is
sufficient to describe the equilibrium of the element. Similarly for the three-
dimensional case, through any point in a flow in equilibrium, three principal planes
can be found over which the shearing stresses vanish leaving only three principal
norma I stresses:

T 1 , 'T 2 , T3.

From the equilibrium to the rotation around the z-axis, and neglecting infinitesimals

7



of higher order, it could also be proved that:

T	 T
xy	 yx

When the above reasoning is extended to the three-dimensional case the following
six stresses are found necessary and sufficient to describe the equilibrium of an
infinitesimal volume:

Txyi Tyz - Tzy	 (9)

So for the reasoning and the conclusions are exactly the some as those of the physics
of solids.

It is striking that the equilibrium properties: TyZ = 
-r	 - -r	 = -r - T xy = r	 valid

YX

for static or uniform motion situations, are later assumed to hold for dynamic
situations. It seems as if the above equilibrium properties are more rightfully used in
the physics of solids where semi-static loads are commonly found, than in the physics
of fluids where dynamic motions are of prime interest.

2.2.2	 The Viscosity Coefficients

In the previous section we have seen how at any point of a medium at rest or in
uniform motion, three directions can be determined with respect to which the shearing
stresses vanish and the su rface forces reduce down to three norma I stresses T , T 2 , T3 .
In the static case these normal stresses are the familiar static pressure: - p. It is
at this point that the main assumption on the nature of the stresses in a medium with
arbitrary motion is introduced. It is assumed that each of the principal stresses in a
medium in arbitrary motion (Is it proper to associate principal stresses in a medium in
arbitrary motion?) differ from the static pressure by two factors: One proportional to
the divergency of the principal velocity and the second one to a specific space
derivative of the principal velocity components:

T	 = + X ( au'
- p

+ 2!'
,

+ aw'
)

+ 2	 au'
i	 ax, a y a z , ax,

T=	 +X	 au'2	 _ P	 (ax,
+ av'

ay ,
+aw'+

aZ ,
av'2 N ay ,	 (10)

T	 =	 + X	 au'- p	
(ax'

+ a v ' + aw l +
	
awl

2 µ3 ay' az , az'

The above equations are assumptions confirmed experimentally or better deduced
from experimental finding on fluid in slowly changing non ,-uniform motions. As
previously stated, the above equations are a semiempirical way to account, in

Txx^ Tyy^ TZZ^ T Zx = 'TxZ1 Txy =-

8
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continuum theory, for molecular transfer phenorreno which belong to kinetictheory.
The above assumptions can easily be defined as the most important point to under-
stand, criticize and improve in the continuum theory equations for viscous flows.
Some comments are quoted on the above assumption. H. Lamb (Reference 5 page
574)" .... p 1 , p 22 , p 3 (the principal stresses) differ from - p (the static pressure) by
quantities dependng on the motion of distortion, which must therefore be functions
of a', b', c', (the space derivati ves of the velocities only). The simplest hypothesis
we can frame on this point is that these functions are linear .... (equations 10
follow) ... where X, p are constants depending on the nature of the fluid and on its
physical state, this being the most general assumption consistent with the above
supposi (ions and wi th symmetry" . F. V. Hunt (Reference b page 3-31): "The
residual stress tensor (whose components are the terms proportional to the space
derivatives of the velocities in equations 10) is given, at first approximation, by the
linear  terms of an expansion in powers of the viscosity coefficients".
M .J . Lighthi II (Reference 1 page 259): " if the fluid velocity, pressure and density
vary only slightly over a distance of one mean free path, then the departure from
equilibrium is small and the viscous stress may be supposed to depend linearly on
velocity gradient".

After hav;ng chosen for an arbitrary motion the dependency of the principal stresses
on the space derivatives of the principal velocities, the normal andtangential stress
are now expressed as functions of the space derivatives for any arbitrary reference
system. Let the new coordinate system be determined by the following direction
cosines with respect to the principal axis:

x	 y	 z

X1 I 1 M, 
i

n 1

y1

'2 m2

(11)

n2

zo 1 3 m 3 n3

It could be shown (Reference 7) only on mathematical grounds with no further
assumptions that the new stresses and velocities are related to the principal stresses
and principal velocities by the above direction cosines according to the following
equations:

9



T	

12	 1 2	 j2
xx	 T 1 1	 T` 2 + T3 3

m12 + m22 + T3 m32
Tyy T 1 T2

+ n2 2 + T3 n32TZ2
1

T2

= T m n +
Tyz = TzY 1 1 1

T2 m2 n 2 + T3 m 3 n 3

Tzx 
= TXz = T 1 n 

111 
+ T2 n 2 12 + T3 n3 '3

Txy Tyx T 1 i 1 m 1 + T2 
4 m2 + T3 "3 m3

au 2 au'	 2 av'	 DD 2 aw'
ax '^ 1 ax' + 'e2 ay' + ^3 az'

av 2 au' 2 av' 2 aw'=
ay m 1	 ax' } m 2	 ay' + m 3	 a z

aw 2 au' 2 av' 2 aw'=
az n 1	 ax'

+	 +
n 2 	 ay' n 3	 az'

(12)

(13)

The direction cosines can be eliminated in equations 12 and 13 using the following
relationships:

,Q. 2 + m.2 
+ n. 2 = 1

1
2+ ,Q 

2 
2 +,Q 

3 
2 = 1

M 12 + m 22 + m32 = 1

n12 + n2 2 + n 32 = 1

After the direction cosines have been eliminated (Reference 7) the following
relationships between normal and tangential stresses and space derivatives of the
velocities are found:

(1 ,1)

10



F

a aM au
XX

" p t (au
ax

,
ay

}
aZ

i	 2
ax

tavtaw avT
yy

" 
p

(Lu
a x ay az

+2
N ay

T
"p

+ (au a^ + aw^ + 2	 aw
Nz ax ay aZ a 

ra w av

T Z _ T Zy	 Y lay + az

au aw
TZX	 TXz aZ ax

av au
Txy -	 Tyx - N	 (Ox

+
ay)

(15)

Thus, within the va.idity of the assumption made so far the stresses acting on three
elementary surfaces parallel to the reference axes, at any point of a fluid in arbitrary
motion, are given by equations 15. Therefore the force acting on any other element-
ary surface of area A passing by the same point but randomly oriented with respect to
the reference axis is given by:

xx

^T
Xy

T
xz

A + T
y 

yy

(n. i) A + T
yz

(n • ) A + TzX (n• k) A i +

(n.•	 A + TZy 
(n . ,^) A j +	 ( 1 6)

In the above equation ,nn is the unit vector normal to A so that [ ( ,nr.y Aj , for example,
is the projection of the area A on the x = 0 plane and the product [ TXx (n,.J Aj is
the force in the x - direction due to stress T

xx'

The components of the stress vector (T ^ f/A) on the area A are then given by:

-r.  i = f. i/A = (T i + T j + T k) . n XX^'	 yx,.r,	 zX

^, 1 = f. 1/A = (TX i + T j + TZ k) .^1	 (17).L	 .C

LL	

y	 yy	 y

XZ	 yZ^-	 z 

Before deriving the familiar form of the momentum conservation equation by direct
use of equations 17, we want to discuss further the viscosity terms of equation 15.
We first notice that we could have assumed equations 15 directly thus avoiding the



use of the principal axis concept. The terms of equations 15 are indeed the ones
measured. In a classical experiment, a fluid is confined between two parallel
plates of area A. One of the plates is at rest and the other is moved at constant
speed V. The velocity is kept small so that the flow between the plates is laminar.
The fluid is at rest on the steady plate and mo.es with the velocity V on the moving
one. Under equilibrium conditions a force F 1 iecessary and sufficient to keep one
plate moving at velocity V, This force is foutla to be proportional to the area of the
plates A, to the velocity V and inversely proportional to the distance between the
two plates  Y :

F -- NA VA

and in differential form:
av

X
- NTyx = ay (18)

The above equation is part of the last of equations 15. This equation is known as
Newton's equation of viscosity, and fluids which obey this equation are called
Newtonian fluids.

Some considerations on the coefficients X and p of equations 15 follow. The first
source of confusion is their name. Table 1 clarifies this point.

r
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TABLE 1

VISCOSITY COEFFICIENTS

IF

A

Symbols Name References

N Coefficient of Viscosity Stokes (Reference 5); Rayleigh (Reference 5);
H. Lamb (Reference 5)

x No name . X	 - 3 N Kuethe, A ,M , and Schetzer, , J. D. (Reference
7); Rohsenow, , W , H , and Choi, H. (Reference
8); Burnett, W.A. and Ackerman, E.
(Reference 9)

n p First Viscosity Coefficient
or Conventional Shear F.V.  Hunt (Reference 6)
Viscosity Coeffi	 1-nt

rl' X Second Viscosity Coefficient
or Dilatational Viscosity

Coefficient

9B b	 X ` 3 N	 " N 	 ' Nv Bulk Viscosity

v 3
	 n B	 Viscosity Number

n

N Coefficient of Viscosity

N v N' ' rlB Bulk Viscosity

Nv - 3N Second Viscosity M.J. Lighthill (Reference 1)Coefficient
(Not recommended)

N Conventional Shear Viscosity
Coefficient

N r1B "	 Nv i^" X + 2p/3

Bulk Viscosity W. D. Hayes (Reference 2)

Pie 3µ+ P , 
, 3 +p-)N -	 vN,•

2p + X

Longitudinal Coefficient of
V'	 ,;osi ty

N m	 n	 First Viscosity Coefficient

r1'	 N	 -	 N Second Viscosity
v Coefficient .	 ions used in this report

 +n8^	 3 N

Bu lk Viscosity Coefficient
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Essentially the differences and the confusion are about the bulk viscosity coefficient.
First the simple "viscosity coefficient" p waa introduced (see equation 18). Then a
second viscosity coefficient (X) was introd iced to include all the linear combinations
of space derivatives of the velocities (see !quation 15) in analogy with the physics
of solids. However, this second coefficien t N was expressed immediately in terms
of the first one (X - 2 N/3) since it was as unied that the pressure is a function only
of the density and not of the rate of change )f the density. Indeed summing the first
three of equations 15 it is found

T
xx 

+ T 
yy 

+- T 
zz	

- 3p + 3X D.V + 2p 7.V

and using the continuity equation 7

T	 + T	 + T	 -- 3p-(3X+ 2N) I 
Ftxx	 yy	 zz	 p

This equation states that the average of the normal siresses differs from the static
pressure by a factor proportional to the deri vat; ves of the density. Therefore for the
pressure to be a function of the density only, the following condition must be satisfied

3X } 2N	 0	 Hence X _ - 2 N/3	 (19)

The above can be called the "old approach" .
It will presently be shown that following the old approach, the viscosity coefficient
to be used in the momentum equation for the 1 - dimensional case is 4 N/3 (equatic
27) . The old approach was satisfactorily as long as semistationary flows were
considered, but was found insrjffic^ent to describe fast changing flows (shocks, hinh
frequency sound) . W.D.  Hayes writes about it (Reference 2): "The Stokes relation
(equation 19) has not been shown to be correct for all monatomic gases and is
completely false for most other gases and liquids (Truesdell Reference 10). Moreover,
for the purpose of the theory of shock structure it is unnecessary and unhelpful" .

Then the condition 19 was dropped and a new viscosity coefficient was introduced:
the bulk viscosity (new approach)-

Nv =^ +3 N	(20)

Evidently whenever the bulk viscosity is set equal to zero we go back to the old
approach. After having introduced the bulk viscosity coefficient, an explanation
for it was felt necessary, and Lighthill (Reference 1) suggested that the additional
viscosity term takes into account at first approximation the effects of rotational
relaxation otherwise completely ignored in the continuum ti.eory. Using previous
findings of the kineti c theory, Lighthi II further shows that for nitrogen Nv = 0.8 N

but for relatively dry air and for frequencies in the higher part of the audible range,
the bulk viscosity can be of the order of ten to a hundred times p (Reference 1) . We con
easily conclude that by the introduction of the hulk viscosity coefficient modern
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acoustics has freed itself from any traditional value o' the viscosity coefficient,
practically claiming that the viscosity should be accounted for by that factor which
gives the best results. It will presently be shown that following the new approach,
the viscosity coefficient to be used in the momentum equation for the 1 - dimensional
case is 4p/3 + p v or p (4/3 + p v/p) or vp, where v is called the "viscosity number"
and it is a positive multiplier of the old viscosity coefficient (equation 28).

Table 1 further shows how old researchers and authors of modern college textbooks
present the simple old approach, while the new researchers all agree on the use of
the bulk viscosity coefficient, ever if they disagree on its symbol and on its meaning.
According to the author, the conclusion about the viscosity term (or more generally
diffusion terms) to be used in the continuum theory equations (Novier-Stokes) to study
flows in which velocity, pressure and density vary significantly over distances of
the order of several free path lengths, is rather simple. For the above conditions the
continuum theory equation does not hold accurately, therefore any correction factor
which makes the results in better agreement with the experimental ones ;s acceptable.
More specifically, it is suggested to consider the diffusion terms by any or a combin-
arion of the following terms:

(a) (constant) . (First space derivative of the veloci ry component)

(b) (constant) . (Second space derivative of the velocity component)

(c) (constant) . (Square of the first space derivative of the velocity
component)

where the constants are to be determined experimentally. The reasons for the above
choices follow. A combination of (a) and (b) would mean considering the first two
terms of a Taylor expansion for the unknown diffusion function. A combination of
(a) and (c) would mean considering the first two terms of a power expansion for the
unknown diffusion function. Moreover, the analogy with the p:iysics of solids should
be remembered. Equations 15 are exactly equal to the stress-strain relationships of
the physics of solids (Hoo;:'s Law) i f the strains are substituted for the space derivatives
of the velocities (instead of strains we have ratio of strains). This analogy has the
physical meaning that solids resist change of shape while fluids resist c'nly rate of
change of shape. In the physics of solids when the plastic range is considered, the
stresses are no longer assumed to be functions of a linear combination of the strains
but of either a Taylor or a power series of the strains. Finally, as mentioned in the
introduction, the need of C term proportional to the square of the velocity gradiernv
(Reference 3) or to the second space derivatives of the velocity (Reference 4) has
already been fel A6- by other investigators (Reference 2).

2.2.3	 The Momentum Conservation Equations

In classical acoustics the momentum equations were written in fully expanded forms
which allowed the evaluation of each term (Reference 6) . In more recent works the
momentum equation is written in a more concise form, in which both static pressure
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and viscosity terms are incorporated in onesingle term called the stress tensor
(Reference 11). The old approach has the advantage of leading to closed form
solutions, after a series of carefully evaluated approximations. The more recent
method yields more general information through the use of dimensional analysis, but
it doesn't lead to a solution . The more recent approach is more consistent with
respect to the viscosity terms: we don't really know their exact form, and in this
approach it is not necessary.

The classical derivation proceeds similarly to the derivation of the continuity
equation (Reference 7). The momentum conservation principle states that the rate of
increase of momentum in a specific direction (x direction, for example) of a moss
within a control volume R. enclosed by a control surface S, fixed in a moving
medium, is equal to the rate at which momentum is flowing into R (given by: p V. nu),
plus the forces acting on the fluid within R both through its mass (mass forces: pgJ'
and its surface S (pressure and viscosity forces: T.J. Thus, for the conservation of
momentum in the x direction the above concept is expressed by the following
equation:

a	 pudR = -	 (pV.n) uds +Ne.
r, ,̂j

pg idR +	 T.,, ds	 (21)
at JR 	 S

Ir .he above equation nom, is the unit vector normal to S, and ,Tr . ,j is the component of
the stress vector in the x - direction as defined by the first of equations 17. Substi-
tuting I-r.,iby the first of equations 17, applying the divergence theorem to the
surface integrals on the right-hand side of equation 21 and recalling that the limits
of the space integral are not depender.t on time, equation 21 gives:

AR at pu+V.(P u V) - P9 . ,L -v (T
xx 

i+ T 
yx 

i
+Tzx 

k) d R = 0

The above equation must hold n-) matter how small is the volume of integration and
therefore the integrand must vanish:

aT	 aT	 aT

at P^ +v. (pu v> - px - aXx - a - azx = o
In the above equation, X = g. i is the component of the mass force in the x direction.
Using equation 8a with f = u, the above equation gives:

aT	 aT	 aT

P pt = P X + aXx +
ayx 

+ azx	 (22)

Substituting for the stresses the expressions given by equations 15 it is found:
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P Du r p X+ ( X u x + v +w z)I x +21puxlx+Ip(vx+u Y )1 Y
+IP(uz+ wx)l Z (23)

l	 Y

The above equation is written below in vector notations together with the other two
momentum conservation equations in the y -, and z - direction respectively:

DuDt =pXp 

Dv

Dt -PY

Dw

Dt =PZ

p + (Xv, V) + V. (pV
X	 x	 x

p  + (Xv . V)y + V. (H Vy

p  + (X V. V) z + V. ( H Vz

+ v. ( N v u)

+ v, (N v V)
	

,24)

+p,(N^w)

For the one-dimensional case, for which v w 0, equations 24 give:

P D= P X - px + (X u x )x + 2 (Nux)x

If the viscosity coefficients are assumed to be constant we have:

Dup Dt = pX - p  + X u xx + 2 N uxx

If we set X = - 2 µ/3 according to the "old approach" we have:

P

	

Du
 Dt	 P X px + 3 N uxx

If we set X = Nv - 2 N/3 according to the "new approach" we have:

	

Du	 M

	

P Dt	 P X px + (3 + p Nuxx

In the more recent approach all the stresses are included in one term: the stress
tensor. The reference axes are first called x l , x2 , x3 , and the velocity components
V i , V2 , v3 instead of u, v, w. Equations 15 are then combined into the following
equation:

	

Ti j _	 - p 6 i 1 + X (ekk 6 i j ) + 2p e i	 (29)

where:
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(25)

(26)

(27)
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1	 avi ay.

i j 	 2 ax , + ax 
= rate of strain

av 1 	av2 	 avi

^"kk - 
A V

. V	 ax + ax + ax	
_dilatation

1	 2	 3

S i j = 1 if i = j and S i j = 0 if i X j = Kronecker delta

Then equation 22 and the other two equations in the y - and z - direction are
expressed simply by the following equation:

Du.	 aT..
p Dt ' =pFi+ a!1

j

Equation 33 is exactly equal to equation 22 and similar even if it might look quite
different.

If in equation 25, X is set equal to p  - 2 N/3 according to the "new approach", we

get the stress tensor ni ven by Lighthi I I ( Reference 1 , equation 11 , if T, . is set equal
to hi	 p i j )!p j); :	 j

Ti j = - p Si j + (µv - 3 N) (ekk S i 1 ) + 2 N ei J

Also

	S 	 - 2 e	 - 10 S )	 ( 34)p ij = r (p a Nv^) ij	 N( ij	 3	 ij 

If the bulk viscosity coefficient ( pv) is set equa l to zero, we get the stress tensor
according to the "old approach''

2.3	 Energy Conservation Equation

The energy conservation equation can again be written in an explicit form where all
the viscosity terms are listed,or in an implicit form where only one viscosity term
appears. Consider a control volume R, enclosed by a control surface S, fixed in a
moving medium. The rate of change of the energy within the volume must be equal
to the energy flowing in, in the unit of time, plus the energy increase in the unit of
time due to eventual temperature gradients, plus the work done by the viscous forces
in the unit of time. This is expressed by the following equation:

a	 pEdR= -ff (pV. ,nr)Eds +ff kn,., .VTds +f ,T.Vds (35)
5tfffR
	

S	 S	 S

F

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)
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The term 1. V is equal to the sum of the products of the components of T in the three
directions and the relative components of V in those directions. The components of T„
in tha three directions are given by equations 17 so that the product r. V can be
written as follows:

U (T j + T	 + T	 I	 -1 v (T i + T ^ 	 T k^. r1 + W(T j + T ^ + T z).
x	 yx^.	 z	 n	 xy"^	 yy	 z	 n	 x	 y z	 z

(36)

and setting

f 1 T Txx^' + T X)'	 TZXkY

f2	 Txy,L + TyyL + Tzyk

f3 - Txr ' + T Z). Tzz'-Y

equation 36 gives:

u f1 . C + v^2 . ,n, + w f3 .^^, _ (u f 1 + v f2 + w f3) .,n

Similarly to the derivation of momentum and mass conservation, we can substitute
equation 36 into equation 35, apply the divergence theorem to the surface integral,
take the time derivation under the sign of integration and impose the condition that
the integrand must vanish and we find:

a pE +n, (pEV) -v. (kvT) -v, [ u .f f + v„{,2 + wf3 = 0	 (37)
l	 ^

The following relationships can be substituted into equation 37. The first is from the
definition of energy, the second is from equation 8o with f = E, the third, fourth, and
fifth are from the momentum equation 22 and similar, and the last one is from the
definitions of velocity and displacement:

2
E = e + 2 -^	 where Z is the dispacement vector

DE

Ft pE + V. (pEV) = p Dt

a'T a aT zx
Duuv.f =u

1
+(–axF –^+

ay ax

= pu	
-upX

Dt

aT a-r
Dv	 D( 2

^vv. f = v
`2 (!;—xxY + -- y +

ay
---^
az

= p v	 voY	 p Dt pV-gDt	 2	 ^•

wv. f = w
^3

aTXZ

ax

+ 
a—Y	

+ 
aaZZ

ay	 az
= p w Dw _ w p Z

Dt
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making the substitution we find:

22
P p e +	 - q,^ -^ . (k\ T) - ^P p t \,2 ! PY-2 + ^,fl 	 Au +\v + „f,3 .V w) - 0

l

and simplifying we find:

p DDf -	 (k\ T) - f 1 .\ u + f2
 
\V + „f .^ w = 0	 (38)

Substituting f1 , f2 , and,f with their expressions in terms of stresses and substituting

the stresses with their expressions in terms of static pressure, velocity derivatives
and viscosity coefficients (equations 15),equation 38 gives:

P D = ^' . (k V T) - p\ , V + X (^, . 
V)2 + 2 p u x2 + v 2 + w z2 + N (vx + u )2 +

Y	 Y

(u z + w x ) 2 + (w y + v Z) 
2
	 (39)

again X is equal to pv - 2 N/3 or to - 2 N/3 according to whether the bulk viscosity
coefficient is used or not. No further general simplific-ation can be introduced in
equation 39. Some of the velocity derivatives in the viscous terms can be dropped
when specific problems are considered. Generally it can be noticed that the viscosity
terms in the energy conservation equation are roughly proportional to the square of
the velocity components.	 In most problems it will therefore be sufficient to retain
a few terms directly proportional to the square of those space derivatives of the
velocity components which, on physical grounds, are estimated to be the largest
ones. For the particular c,jse of one dimensional problems, equation 39 reduces to
the following one:

P (e t + u e x ) = (k TY )x - p u x + (X + 2 N) ux2
	

(40)

2.4	 State Equation

Only the equation of state of gases will be briefly considered. It is concluded that
in acoustics the perfect gas equation of state is satisfactory for most gases (air) but
might be insufficient to describe some of them (CO2).

Boyle (1662) first observed for air that pressure and volume ore approximately in
inverse proportion at constant temperature and mass:

I
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CO2

H?
Idea I

0
2

NH 
3

22.50

22.40

22.30
a,
0
E	 22.20E
a

22.10

r

PV = constant	 (T, M constan.$)

Regnault (1850) noticed that the product PV is not exactly constant with T but
increases linearly  as the pressure increases:

PV = A+ BP	 (T constant and referred to one mole of gas) 	 (41)

In equation 41, A and B are empirical functions of the temperature only and they are
characteristic of each gas. For some gases the deviation from Boyles ' low is appreciable
also at low pressure as the following figure shows (Reference 12)

22.00
0.25	 0.50	 0.75	 1.00	 1.25

P, atm

One of these gases is CO2 for which the following equation holds (Reference 12):

PV = 22.4133 - 0.4163 P (0 < P < 4 At.) 	 (I At. mole)

Air on the contrary, follows Boyle's law rather accurately at low pressures. For
higher pressures the linear equation suggested by Rognoult is not sufficient and a power
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seri es for PV i n ei ther P or 1 /V with empirically determined cor+r!ants (the virial
equation of state) is often used-

PV = A + BP + CP 2 + DP 
	

(T constant and referred to one mole of gas)
	

(42)

or

PV = A' + B'/V + C'/V2 + D'/V4 (T constant and referred to one mole of gas (43)

It turns out that the above equations fit the data better if the odd powers of P or 1/V
after the first are omitted (Reference 12) .

The linear dependency of PV on the temperature was proved by Gay-Lussac (1800).
This constant of proportionality was found to be equal for all gases if mole-weights
of each gas are considered:

p  = R'T	 (Referred to one mole of gas)	 (44)

Comparing equation 44 with equation 43 (or 42) the following equation of state,
accurate for most practical purposes for all gases,is found:

PV = R'T + B I (T)/V + C I (T)/V2 + D'(T)/V4 (Referred to one mole of gas)	 (45)

In acoustics only the first term on the right-hand side of equation 45 is actually
retained, even if for some gases (CO ) and some problems (noise from jet exhaust) it
is not so evident that the approximation is satisfactory. If a unit weight instead of a
mole of a specific gas is considered the universal constant R' is divided by the
molecular weight of that gas to give a new constant R characteristic of that gas. In
which case the equation of state as used in acoustics is as follows:

PV = RT	 (Referred to the unit weight of a specific gas)	 (46)

2.5	 Fluid Properties and Process Assumptions

As explained at the beginning of Section 2.0 it is always necessary to use some
experimental property of the matter under consideration, or to make some assumption
about the physical nature of the process, to produce one more equation, since the
number of equations available from the application of the basic principals would not
otherwise be sufficient to determine a gas dynamic problem.

2.5.1	 Polytropi c Substances

An experimental property of the gases is that their internal energy is a function of their
temperature only, and for low temperatures it is simply proportional to it (e = C y T).
A substance whose internal energy is proportional to the temperature is called
polytropic. This property furnishes the missing relationship to solve one dynamic
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problem involving gases. When the polytropic: relationship is used together with the
perfect gas equation of state, the following well Known relationship is found:

C 
v 
pv

e =- C T 

	

v	 R

But	 y	 C p	 v/C and R	 p	 vC - C so that R/Cv _'y - 1 and substituting:

e	 v (47)

It is very important to notice that equation 47 comes only from an experimental
property of the gases and does not imply any assumption about the process undergone
by them. Equation 47 however, does not simplify the solution of the gas dynamic
equations. For this reason simplifying assumptions are often made. Acoustic processes
are often assumed to be adiabatic and reversible, or isentropic. The meaning and the
range of validity of these process assumptions will shortly be discussed. But first,
some considerations on which aspects of a physical problem are presently under
consideration.

It is important to specify whether the microscopic aspects of a process will be consid-
ered or only the macroscopic ones. The process assumptions wi I I be determined by
this choice. For the example of a standing shock in a pipe, the interest may lie in the
trajectory of the particles and in the structure of the shock, or alternatively in the
conditions of the flow for downstream of the shock in terms of the for upstream conditions.

In the first case we must consider the generation and exchange of heat between
particles (diabatic process) since they are essential elements to the formation of a
shock. In the second case we can make the usual assumption that there is no heat
exchange through the wall of the pipe and consider the shock thermally insulated
(adiabatic process). Thus, in general the relationship between an elementary particle
of the flow and its neighboring particles is not necessarily equal to the relationship of
the enti re f low to i is su rroundi ng . Hence, genera I ly , di fferent process assumptions
hold for the microscopic and for the macroscopic aspects of the some phenomenon.

We have been using differential equations which apply to the motion of each elemen-
taryparticle and therefore our process assumptions must be consistent with the micro-
scopi c aspects of any phenomenon whi ch wi I I be consi dered .

Acoustic processes are considered to be either diabatic, or diabatic and reversible,
of isentropic. Some confusion exists about the specific implications of those terms.

2.5.2
	

Diabatic Process

We are considering an elementary mass in the flow which undergoes certain transform-
ations. Heat can be given to this elementary mass through its surface by heat transfer
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processes or can be generated around it and added to it by the viscous forces acting
again on its surface. Heat con also be generated from the inside of this elementary
mass by chemical reactions. Thus in a ll cases in which heat transfer, viscous forces
an-' chemical reactions are considered, the heat of the particle varies and the macro-
scopic process is diabatic. No simple equation comes from the knowledge that a
process is diabatic. Consider the following thermodynamic definition of entropy
applied to an elementary mass within a polytropic perfect gas which receives the
hea t dq:

	

ds =^ de +	 dv _- C dT + R dv	 (48)T	 T	 v 7- 	v

and integrating

T	 v	 s -so 	 T Cv IV R 
(TT C f0 R

	

S - so = C v In T + R In	 -^ e	 - T	 v	 =
0	 0	 0

	

(0)	 o	 P

and from the lost of the above equations:

(s-so)/C v T Pa\ R/C	 P Po 'Po Y-i _ P 	 Y

	

e	 =
FP )	 p o P	 P (—'Jpo 	

(49)

	

0	 0	 0

The diabolic process equation 49 introduces a new variable (s = entropy) which is,
however, defined in terms of the other variables so for used by equation 48. In the
case of diabatic processes, nevertheless, the process equa,:on 49 is seldom used,
instead the equation derived directly from the polytropic property of gases

(e = pv/(Y -1)) is preferred.

2.5.3	 Isentropic Process

The assumption that a process is isentropic leads to a very commonly used equation
(p/po = (p/p0) Y) when applied to a perfect gar,, but it is also very restrictive and
applies only to a well defined class of acoustic phenomena. Isentropic means that the
entropy has a constant value (so) for all elementary masses, everywhere in the flow
and at all times. This can occur only if there is no heat exchange whatsoever (dq = 0
in equation 48). Therefore no chemical reactions or heat transfer of viscous effects
are assumed to exist to any significant extent. In this case the left-hand side of
equation 49 is identically equal to one and the right-hand side gives:

P = P Yp 	 VO) (50)
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Equation 50 applies to all linear acoustics problems such as the propagation of weak
sound in non--reactive media. It also applies to some non-linear acoustics problems
when the non-linearity is due only to transport phenomena such as the pro, -igation of
weak sound in non-uniforrn non-reactive media, It does not apply to any high intensity
sound problems where viscous and thermal processes play determining roles.

2.5,4	 Diabatic and Reversible Process

The diabatic and reversible process is between the diabatic and the isentropic one.
Consider again an elementary mass within a flow. Suppose that this mass exchanges
heat with the neighboring masses through heat transfer, or chemical reaction
phenomena but that these exchanges are so small and slow that they can be considered
reversible. Moreover, suppose that the flow as a whole does not exchange heat with
the surroundings. In this case the entropy of the flow as a whole remains constant but
the entropy of each elementary mass within the flow may change as the mass moves
from one place to another and as the time changes. As explained in Section 2.1 , the
total derivative of the scalar proF erty s (entropy) will be equal to zero:

DsDt_ 0	 (51)

Equation 51 is sufficient to complete the set of thermodynamic equations since the
entropy can again be expressed in terms of the other flow variables using equation 48.
Equation 51 is widely used (Reference 13 and 14) to study flows without viscous forces
but involving chemical reactions and internal heat transfer phenomena. Viscous
forces generate basically unreversible phenomena while chemical reactions and heat
transfer can, in principle, be reversible. Equation 51 is often called "the adiabatic
process equation" (Reference 13). Adiabatic in this case refers to the flow as a whole
only. For each particle the flow is not adiabatic; if it were, the entropy would be
everywhere constant (dq = 0 in equation 48) and equation 51 would be identically
satisfied (R (x, y, z, t) = so).

In Table 2, the considerations of this Section are summarized and the conclusion is
easily reached that for th+v great majority of acoustic problems in any gas in near-to-
ordinary conditions, equation 471e p YAy - 1)I can be used. On the other hand,
equation 50 I = po /(p/po) 7 l should not be used in all cases in which heat transfer
chemical reactions and viscous effects are taken into consideration. However, when
only approximate equations are of interest, ttie first approximation is always that of
using p = po/(p/po) y even when ;seat transfer, chemical reactions and viscous effects
are known to be present (see Section 3.1). This use is justified by the fact that the
error introduced by the use of equation 50, instead of equation 47, is of higher order
with respect to other assumptions which must still be mode to reduce the difficulty of
the equations (see Section 3) .

I
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3.0

3.1

APPROXIMATE NON-LINEAR ACOUSTICS EQUATIONS AND THEIR SOLUTIONS

In Section 2.0, the five necessary equations (mass, momentum, energy conservation
equations, state equation, and fluid property equation or process assumption equation)
were derived and discussed. The primary goals of the exercise were: to point out the
intrinsic limitations of those equations; to clar : fy the origin and the meaning of key
terms (like the -viscosity coefficients); to give sufficient background for the consistent
choice of equations for specific problems. The final results were expressed by equation
8 (mass conservation), 24 (momentum conservation), 39 (energy conservation), 46
(state equation), 47, 50, or 51 (fluid property equation or process assumptions) . The
first obvious and well known conclusion is that the above equation cannot be solved
in their original form. The second not-so-obvious and well known conclusion is that
such a solution would be an inconsistency since the viscosity terms are much more
complicated than the simple assumptions, on which they were derived, justifies. In
this section therefore, the above equations will be simplified, solved and the practical
limits  of application of the solutions indicated. First we will see the most common
simplification for constant cross sectional area propagations, i .e. , Burgers' egflation
solved by Hopf (Reference 15), Cole (Reference 16) and more recently by Rodin
(Reference 17) . Then we wi I I deri ve sirni lar equations for the case in which the cross
sectional area varies with the distance (spherical, cylindrical, exponential horn
waves) and we will study the solution of one particular case. Finally, we will
summarize our considerations on the diffusion coefficient(b)which is the most import-
ant parameter in non-linear acoustics.

Burgers' Equalion For Constant Cross Sectional Area

A consistent set of equations for plane wave (constant cross sectional area) of strong
perturbances in gases is given by:

Pt + u px = - p u 	 (8)

u t + u u x = - x	 + (3 rr 	P. ) u xx/P	 (28)P /r	 +

et + u ex = - p ux/P + (3 N + Nv) uX /p 4. (kTx ) x /P	 (40)

p = R T/p	 (46)

e = CT = p/P (y - 1 )	 (47)v

The only limitations of the above equations are: the uncertainty about the values of
P. for some gas mixtures and/or frequency ranges due primarily to relaxation phenr,mena
(air-water-vapor mixture, for example); the validity of equation of state (46) for some
peculiar gases :.ender relatively high pressures (for CO ? at 10 At. the ratio p/p is
off — 20% from that calculated from RT. This could be significant for the study of sound
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oscillations in the combustion chamber of a rocket engine); the cross sectional' area
must be constant (this limits their practical usefulness considerably); the distances
under consideration should be much longer than the mean free path (thus these
equations do not describe the shock front profile) .

In order to derive Burger's equations the following limitations are further introduced.
The first limitation is introduced by setting

2y

P_ _ P y a
po ^k)	 °o

Wish the above simplification one ceases to be consistent unlesswe also set p = p r =
k = 0. For practical purposes however, equation 50 gives valid results for shocks with
Mach numbers up to 1 .5 to 2.0 and therefore can be accepted also in acoustics.

The second limitation is introduced by neglecting to consider explicitly the effect of
heat transfer. The temperature and internal energy variables are not considered and
equations 40 and 47 wi I I not be used. Some account of the heat transfer wi I I be taken
by adding one more term to the viscous terms. This term is generally k (y - 1)/C

	

(Reference 19), thus the following equations are now left: 	 P

Pt + UP x + p u x = 0	 (52)

u  + u u x + p x/p = S uxx	 (53)

2	 2y

P = Po (a/aa )y 1 ;	 P = Po (a/aa)^	
(54)

where	 b = 
1 

3 p + µv + (y - 1) C	 (55)
Po	 p

Equation 55 defines the diffusion coefficient (S) and one more approximation was
made since F'o was used to define S instead of p. The diffusivity coefficient will be
considered again in Section 3.3, for the present time, S is assumed to be constant.

quations 54 establish a direct correspondence between p, p and the local speed of
sound a. This allows the following substitutions:

(50)
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2 -1

P = P a - 2 P° °— y-1	 °t	 a t	 y- 1 a	 a	 t
0 0

P 2 -1
_	 _ 2	 o a y-1

px Pa ax y-1 ao ao	 ax	 (56)

_ 2y po 	 ^
pxpa ax yy- ao(i_o)	 ax

When equations 56 and 54 are substituted into equations 52 and 53, it is found:

at -+- u ax +	 o u x = 0	 (57)

u t 	 x+ u u + 21	 x	 xxa a = b u	 (58)
Y- 1

Burnett and Ackerman (Reference 18) linearized equations 57 and 58 and found the
first and s--cond order linear solutions. Their work, however, will be considered in
Section 3.3. With change of variables and one more approximation, equations 57 and
58 are now transformed into Burgers' equation. Set:

r = ° + u	 s = ° - u	 (59)y-^ 'f	 y-1 2

f	 which:

a=	 (.+s);	 u = r - s;	 a +u= 2' r+y2	 (60)

substituting equations 60 into equations 57 and 58 it is found:

r t + (a+ u) rx = 2 b( rxx - sxx)

(61)
st - (a - u) sx = 2 5 (sxx - rx^)

The first of equations 61 represent a wave which moves in the positive x direction
while the second represent a curve moving in the opposite direction and if 6 = 0
these curves, will grow steeper and steeper due to the convective terms (non-linear
terms in the left hand side of equations 61). If 6 X 0, the two waves are coupled and
the steeping process checked by the diffusion terms in the right hand side of equations
61 . UghthiII (Reference 1) suggested uncoupling the two equations by setting s = o and
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studying only the wave moving in the positive direction:

r +(a+u)r =-16r
t	 x	 2	 xx

changing again the variables by setting:
2a

v = a+ u - ao	 r+Y23so. ao —•. r =	 -1 o+;

X = x - a t0

it is found:

6
V t + v vX 2 vXX

Equation 65 is Burgers' equation . Equation 63 indicates that v is the excess wavelet
velocity and equation 64 means that the X coordinate is measured in a reference
system moving at the undisturbed speed of sound, ao , in the some direction of the
perturbation .

To soive equation 45, set:

v = 4) X	 (66)

where ^ is a function of a and 8 (X; t) is a solution of the heat equation:

^ = F (6)	 (67)

et-
6 	 (68)2eXX

The function F(e) must now be determined. Substitute equation 67 into equation 65
and integrate once with respect to X:

(t + 2 
(0X)2 

= 2 4)	 (69)

Substituting equation 67 into equation 69:

Fe et + 2 (Fe e 2X ) = 2 (Foe 8X + F8 eXX)	 (70)

(62)

(63)

(64)

(65)

j
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Reca I I condition 68 and divide through by 02

F02 = 5 F80	 (71)

Thesolution of 71 is:

F=-6In(8+c 1 1+c2	(72)

Usingequation 66, 67 and 72 the excess wavelet velocity is then given by:

6
v (X, t) = (DX i F0 0X - - b 9	 (73)

In equation 73, 0 is a solution of equation 68 selected with the use of the initial and
boundary conditions on v (X, t) . For the case in which v (X, t) is given at t = 0 and
it is desired at any later time, Lighthill (Reference 1) suggests La Place solution of
equation 68:

+ o0	 2

0 (X, t)	
f

=	 1 t/Z	 0 ( , 0) eXp - (2 b--^ dt	 (74)
(2n b t)	 ao

which gives for v (X, t) using equation 73:

	

f
+m
	

exp 1 +m Q0)d _ (X - t)2 d

+ CO	 1 	 ao
dfeXp 

[f+
 v (^  0) ^ ' (^

CID	
d^

CID^

(75)

Similarly, for the perturbance generated by a piston moving at velocity v  in a
constant cross section tube and suddenly started, the initial conditions on v (X, t) are
(Reference 1):

v (X, 0) = 2 (y+ 1)v1 = vo for X<0
(76)

v (X, 0) = 0.0	 for X > 0

and v at any later time is given by (Reference 1):
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v (X, t) = 2(Y+1)vo

v 0 
(X v- ot)f X

CO 
exp - 2/2 b t dtr L+ exp	 2

8 exp P k 2/26t dk
lix - t

0

(77)

As for as the validity of Burgers' equation, according to Linhthi'! (Reference 1) all
the approximations which have been made to derive Burgers' equation are consistent
and equivalent to neglecting terms of the order of (vw/o 2 )(U/a)with respect to terms
of the order of (vw/a ) or (U/a) , v being N/p, and U being the velocity rxnpl i tude .
In turn these lost two terms are calculated to be of coinparable order for sound
frequencies and intensities in the audible range. Lighthil) (Reference 1) gives the
foilowingTable:

Frequency

Hz

vw

a2

Threshold
of Hearing

U/a

Threshold
of Pain

U/a

30 2.10-8 4.10-7 3.10-4

100 8.10-8 10-8 3.10-4

300 2.10-7 10-9 3.10-4

1000 8.10~ 7 2.10-10 3.10

3000 2.10-6 10-10 2.10-4

10000 8.10-6 5.10-10 3.10-4

As far as the validity of the above solutions of Burgers' equation, Rodin (Reference
17) has recently objected that the initial and boundary value problems have not been
treated with mathematical rigor. Apparently (Reference 16) for the solution of equa-
tion 75 only the initial value function, v (X; 0), and two initial conditions,
v (X 1 , t)= 0, v (X2 , t) = 0 are sufficient. The solution of equation 68, however,
generally requires two initial value functions, v(X;0) and v X (X,0) for example, and
two initial conditions. According to Rodin, the necessary and sufficient initial value
functions to solve Burgers' equation are v(O,t) and v X (O,t). It is likely that Rodin's
initial values are sufficient, but it is unlikely that they are necessary. In this case
both the solutions presented in this report and that of Rodin would be valid for different
physical problems. For the propagation of plane waves generated by a piston moving in
the x-direction according to x = g(t), Rodin suggests as initial value functions:
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v(0,t) =0.0

v  (0, t) = § ( t)/g (t)

For the propagation of plane waves generated by a piston oscillating about x = 0 the
initial value functions for Rodin's approach might possibly be:

v (0, t) = V sin (tot)

v  (0 1 t) = 0.0
	 (78)

Equations 78 are equivalent to substituting for the oscillating piston an ideal forcing
function which keeps the particle velocity in oscillating motion otX = O and to
assuming that the wave length of the oscillation is long enough so that the particle
velocity does not change appreciably within a small distance about the X = 0.

In conclusion the solution of Burgers' equation for the deformation of a wave of
initially known form is given by equation 75, for the propagation of a wave preceding
a moving piston is given by equation 77 and for wave generated by an oscillating infin-
itesimal piston might be achieved through the approach indicated by Rodin (Reference
17) as previously explained. A!I these solutions are subject to the following limitations:

1 ,	 exclusively plane waves

2. lim,ted frequency band so that S can be assumed to be constant with respect to
the frequencies within the band_

3. the value of b can be estimated to different accurac;es for different media
but its final value needs experimental verification for each medium and
frequency range by measurements of the absorption coefficient (see Section
3.3) or by comparison of calculated and measured distorted waves. This
approach to the choice of S is believed to take care of the following assump-
tions made in deriving Burgers' equation for which corrections would otherwise
be very difficult to estimate:

a) independency of S from the frequency

b) perfect, i sentropi c gas

c) approximate account for- the heat transfer

d) assumption that s = s
0

Of the above limitations the first one is by for the most restrictive. Solutions for plane
waves cannot be extrapolated to non-plane waves due to the non-linearity of the
process which establishes coupling between the effects of the individual variables.
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The second and third limitations will be further substantiated by the considerations of
Section 3.3 where estimated values for S will also be given.

3.2	 Equation For Varying Cross Sectional Area

Burgers' equation (65) is valid only for plane waves. In this section an equation for a
wave traveling, in u pipe whose cross sectional area (A) is a function only of its
distance from the origin (A (x)) will be derived. Plane, cylindrical, spherical and
exponential horn waves are particular cases of the equation. Some considerations on
the solution of this equation wi I I also be presented.

For the flow of a perfect gas in a pipe of area A (x) the following equations can be
written, instead of equations 52, 53 and 54:

Apt + (Apu) X = 0

A p (u t + u u x)= -ApX + S (Au x)X P	 (79)

2	 2y
p _ P

o (0/00)Y-1 ; P = Po (0/00 )Y-1

where S = L µ + N v + (Y-1)   k
po	 p

the above equations can be rewritten as follows:

Pt + UP x  + p u X = - p u Ax/ A	 (80)

u  + u u x + px/p = S uxx + 6u 
x  AX/A	 (81)

Equations 80 and 81 are similar to equations 57 and 58 so that with the use of equations
56 they become:

A
a t + u ax +	

a u X = - A (iy!) a u	 (82)

u t + uu X + 2 1 00X
Y

A
=5uxx+6 A ux (83)

defining f = Ax/A the following particular cases are noticed:

f = 0	 for plane waves
f = 1/x for cylindrical waves
f = 2/x for spherical waves
f = a	 for exponential horn waves A = A  exp IPXI (84)
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In equations 82 and 83, changing the variables from a, u to r, s using equations 59
and then taking s  from equation 83 and substituting it into equation 82 it is found:

rt + (a + u) rx 2 I r xx - sxx + f ( rx - sx ) - 2 (^)( r2 - s2)	 (85)

Again, making the assumption that s = so if terns of the order of (vW/o2)(U/a) are
neglected with respect to either (via/a2) or (U/a), r and s (from equations 59) are then
given by:

a0S = sa =--► sx

r^ 171 +2

Equation 85 now becomes:

r t 	x+ (a + u) r = 2

= s	 = 0.0
xx

(86)

r	 + fr	 - f (Y-( r2 - s `)
	

(87)
xx	 x	 2	 0

Introducing again the excess wavelet velocity defined as in equation 63 it is found:

-Y+ 1ao	 (88)
2 r y-1 2

-+1	 y-3v = a + u -a0 = 'Y r + 7—sa -as

From equation 88, r is defined as follows:

2 v + ao
r=Y+1 y -1

Using equation 89, equation 87 becomes:

(89)

vt + (ao + v) vx 2 vxx 
+ f vx - 2	 v2 +aav

Y+

Before rearranging the terms of equation 90, it is useful to examine in detail their
origin and their importance. First we recall that v is the excess particle velocity
(v = u + a - a0) equo! to the particle velocity (u) plus the local variation of the speed
of sound (a - 00) originally due to the non-linear terms u p x , pux , u ux and px/p of
equations 80 and 81 . Thus v is at most of the orocr of 2u, i .e. much smaller than oo.
Bence, v2 will be neglected with respect to a0v and this is proper and consistent
with the other approximations made so far. It is also evident that the terms multiplied
by f are due to the change in cross sectional area; f = 0 reduces equation 90 to

(90)
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equation 62 for the constant cross sectional area if r is introduced using equation 63.

The effect of a changing area comes both through the mass conservation equation 82
and the momentum conservation equation 83 . In equation 90 the term multiplied by
6 f comes from the momentum while those multiplied by f only come from the mass
conservationequa^un. If we think of v as an approximate sine wave we know that
vxx = - (2n)

2 
v/X where X is the wave length. Thus the effect of on area increase,

as introduced through the mass conservation (- fo o v/2), has the some effect as an
increase of di ffusi vi ty in a constant area propagation (6 v xx /2) but whi le the effect
of diffusivity decreases as the wave length (X) increases, the effect of on area change,
as introduced through the mass conservation, depends only on the area change and
not on the frequency of the sound (- f a v/2) . On the other hand the effect of the
area change as introduced through the momentum conservation (b f vx/2) is out of phase
with respect to the undisturbed wave and contributes directly to its distortion.
However, this effect also decays with increasing wave lengths. Thus, if we conclude
that:

2 ]2vxx^ 0 2	
v

2.	 = 02f (^' v	 (91)

2aov=01aov

then, defining n, the sound frequency in cycles per second, in equation 90 we could
neglect 6 vxx /2 if:

fa

« f --► n « 2n

we could neglect b vxx/2 and 6 f vx/2 it:
2a62	 <'<C ao —+ n « 2n6

while we could neglect f o ov/2 if:

a 2
62n  » ao ---. n ^ 2 1r

2n 
2	 ao3/2 f 1/2

or	 60 ) >? f ao —^n 2o 2v--^5,

(92)

(93)

(94)

Concluding the equation for the propagation of high intensity sound in a pipe of
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varying cross sectional area (A (x)) corresponding to Burgers' equation for a constant
cross sectional area (A x 0) is:

6Ax	 s	 Axv+ (a + v-1v	 v	 -	 a vt	 o	 2 A x 2 xx 2A o

where A x/A for plane, cylindrical, spherical and exponential horn waves are eviden-
tly given b,, equations 84. Equation 95 will be solved in closed form for some
particular cases of exponential horn waves. But first, some general remarks
are presented.

The ratio Ax/A introduces explicitly the independent variable x in equation 95 in all
cases except for the plane and exponential horn. This further complicates the search
for closed form solutions of equation 95. This equation, with one single dependent
variable, should be integrated very easily on a computer, particularly since its
solution for the plane wave case is known and could be used as the first guess for on
iterative solution. One possible application of equation 95 is as follows:
In the near field of a stationary rocket exhaust, conical shocklets have been observed.
The axes of the cones coincide with the axes of the exhaust gases and the cones expand
out wh i I  mo vi ng downstream . The coni co I shock I ets cou I d be conei dered as the
envelopes of strong spherical waves emitted by a spherical source which moves down-
stream with the exhaust gases, at supersonic speed with respect to the surrounding air.
The strong spherical wave should be calculated exactly by equation 95 and a means
to include the effects of motion devised. A better approach perhaps, would be to use
the analogy between the hypersonic flow around blunt bodies and cylindrical blast
waves. Consider the intersection of the conical shock generated by a blunt body in
a uniform hypersonic motion with a stationary plan; normal to the flight path. This
intersection is a circle which expands out, simi for to the cross sectionsI area of a
cylindrical blast. The energy in this case is that dissipated through the drag at the
nose of the blunt body (Reference 20). In our casc,the conical shocklet could be
considered as being generated by a supersonic noise source, and its properties at its
intersection with a normal stationary plane calculated by solving equation 95 for a
strong cylindrical wave of energy equal to the acoustic energy of the moving change.

Now we want to study the closed form solution of equation 95 for two particular
cases of waves propagating in an exponential horn. For this case f = Ax/A = a where
P is a constant. If P is very small the area of the horn increases little with the
distance and at the limit of p = 0 we have again a constant section and a plane wave.

Consider the case in which the sound frequency,

a 3/2
o	 1/2n >> 2--- (.	 (94)

(95)
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This case can be realized in practice but we must use high frequency sound in a very
slowly diverging exponential horn 0 GC 1) possibly in c ` , igh viscous medium. As
previously explained, in this case the effect of the slowly increasing area is des-
cribed by the term 6f vx/2 of equation 90 or the equivalent expression b v x Ax/2 A of
equation 95 becoming bP vx/2. Thus equation 95 reduces to:

V  + (ao + v - 4) v  = 2 vxx	
(96)

since P is a constant, set:

X=x - (aa - t)t	 (97)

and substituting in 96 we get again

vt + v vx T vXX	 (98)

Equation 98 is Burgers' equation again for which the solutions hove been discussed in
previous sections. iowever, notice the difference between equations 97 and 64. As
previously anticipated, the slowly increasing area over a distance of a wave length
introduces a distortion in the wave form, Equation 97 tells us that this distortion is
equivalent to that observed from a reference system which is moving with the wave
but slowly lagging behind it (we have (aa - 6P/2) t instead of aotl . Equation 97
together with solutions for Burgers' equation gives a closed form solution for this
particular case and could be verified by experiments.

The second case we want to consider is that in which P is arbitrary as is the frequency,
but the intensity is not so high that the shape of the distorted wove is close to on
N-wave. In this case the previous considerations on the properties of a sine wave
lead us to believe that we can set

Poo Pa  X 2

2 v	 2 2r, 	vxx (99)

Teen using equation 99, equation 95 gives:

v + (a + v- 60) v =t	 o	 2	 x
s + 'oo (^ l2 v	 (100)2	 2 2n /	 xx

In summary, to describe the propagation and distortion on a sine wave of arbitrary
frequency and of intensity up to the threshold of pain in an arbitrary exponential horn,
the following equations are believed to be sufficient:
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S*
vt	 v V 	 2 vXX

X = x - (ao - 8 ) t

v _ a	 u - a
0

X12

S	 b	 {3 °o ,2n )

FWW

(101)

3.3

1	 4	 k
S 

P 3H - Hv	 C P10

In the above equations the distorting effect of a varying area is taken into account
exactly by the definition of X while the smoothing effect is taken into approximate
account by on increased diffusivity coefficient: 5* . Bar exact, we still mean
neglecting terms of the order of (vw/a 2 ) or (U/a) with respect to terms of the order of
(v(,)/02 ) or (U/a). The uncertainty abet the value of S, which is further explained
in the next section, is believed to justify amply a ll the assumptions made in this and
in the preceding sections.

Final Thoughts on the Diffusion Coeffi cient

In this section we will consider the diffusion coefficient as defined by equation 55.
But we will ackn;:wledge that tl,e diffusion coefficient is not always assumed to have
the fonn given by equation 55. Burnett and Ackerman (Reference 18) used:

Y -2
P

S= P̂  N	 (Y -1)v 2
Co

For our purpose the abovr; equation shows emphasis on the heat conduction term of the
diffusivity, while the ;,ulk viscosity is left out. The validity of this equation versus
equation 55 is difficult to judge due to the apparent continuous inconsistency of the
units used by Burnett and Ackerman. The coefficient v, for example, is defined as a
"normalized" coefficient of heat conduction but no units are given for it, and when
these units are inferred from different equations, they are found to be different. (From
equation 9 of Reference 18, v = k but from equation 10v = k/Cpfor example). The
work of Burnett and Ackerman (Reference 18) is interesting because it is complete, in
that they give a final graph of sound pressure levels versus frequency where areas of
validity of linear, non-linear, and shock theories are singled out. However, their
solution is a linearized one. Non-linear equations, practically the some as equations
52, 53, 54, were linearized and solved up to the second order terms. This approach
allowed them to break sounds into their I.armonics, to study the propagation of the
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individual harmonics and to rebuild the original sound afterwards. We prefer the
non-linear solution obtainable from Burgers' equation even if this equation is only an
approximate representation of equations 52, 53 and 54. The two solutions however,
should not differ considerably if the diffusion coefficients were the same.

Going back to the diffusion coefficient defined by equation 55, defining a (absorp-
tion coefficient) as the ratio of the decay of energy flux per unit distance to the
energy flux, for a plane s;nusoidal wave of frequency W, it is fo!jnd:

2	 2
	a = &w3 = - 3 [-13 N + Nv + (Y -1 1 k	 (1 rJ2)

C
a 	 poao	 p

It was explained how the coefficient p is based on equi I i bri urr. conditions on similar-
ities with the physics of solids, and its values on laminar flow experiments (Section
2.2.1 and 2.2.2). Thus, it is no surprise that its values become less and less
accurate as the rate of c;ionge of the flow properties increases. Thus, for high fre-
quency sound, alterations of the standard values of p are justified. Some standard
values of p are viven in Table 3, taken partially from Reference 7. As for as Nv is
concerned it was proved that it should be equal to zero whenever the static pressure
depends on the density but not on the time rate of change of the density (equation 19).
This can be expected to occur only for monatomic gases. Good agreement is found
between the measured values of a and the values calculated by equution 102 for mona-
tomic gases, if p r is set equal to zero. Equation 102 with Pr - 0 has been known for
a long time and is called the Stokes- Kirchhoff formula. Taking liberties, we might
say that the accuracy of the Stokes-Kirchhoff formula for monatomic gases justifies the
validity of the term (y- 1) k/C by which the effects of heat transfer ore reduced to
^fiscosi ty effects. Going back pto polyatomi c gases, we do not expect the static
pressure to be independent of the time rate of change of the density. The molecule
of a monatomic gas is similar to a very small sphere which can store energy only
through try nsiational motion. A diatomic molecule can be considered as two small
spheres connected by a spring. This system can store energy not only by translational
motion but also through rotation and vibration. Thus,, the total internal energy will
be the sum of the translational, rotational and vibrational components. Now consider
a gas in equilibrium in a cylinder beN-een a piston and a closed end. When the
piston is moved, the translational posit -)n of a molecule will be changed by its first
impact on the piston or by another molecule which has already hit the piston. It is
intuitive that the rotational and vibrational properties of that molecule wiil adjust to
the new situation only after more collisions. During this time, called the relaxation
time, the effective internal energy would be smaller because only its translational
component has been activated. Hence, the pressure change will lag with respect to
the density change (p = (y-1) pe), during this period. If we keep moving the piston,
thus changing the density, at a rate greater than the relaxation time, the pressure will
continue to lag. Hence we have established a relationship between the static, pressure
and the rate of change of density and the coefficient p v must be dif4erent from zero.
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1

Its value however will depend on the relationship between the frequency at which the
density is changed and the relaxation time. However, the relaxation time will be a
characteristic of the molecule, and for complex molecules, a discrete band of relaxa-
tion times will be available, since m--Ay modes of vibration are possible. Thus N,,
wi I I be a function of the frequency of the sound and of the nature of the medium.
Therefore a will not be simply proportiona l to the square of the frequency, as equation
102, with pv equal to zero or to a constant, would suggest. It is clear that in Figure
1 (from Reference 1) for CO2, OX = 62ww/oo7 is not proportional to w, Table 4
(from Reference 19) shows the some variety of a/w 2 for humid air, proving that S is
anything but a constant in this case. Theoretically S is further complicated by classi-
cal diffusion and radiation effect (Reference 9) .

While the above discussion shows that a simple definition of S is not possible, it also
shows that, for relatively narrow frequency ranges, a value of P r , for a given
medium, can be measured so that equation 102 becomes meaningful and relatively
accurate.

Thus, we conclude this report by suggesting that in applying the solutions of Burgers'
equation for plane waves, or the given solutions for exponential horn waves, or in
the numerical integration of equation 95 for cylindrical or spherical waves, an open
mind must be kept in the choice of the values for the diffusion coefficient S. Indica-
tive values can be found in Table 3 or estimated by equation 55 but accurate values
can only be measured for each frequency range and for each medium. For the
experimental determination of S, equation 102 can be used but must be applied to
plane waves.
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